Unveiling the Experiences of Happiness at Work through Narrative Inquiry: Advanced Practice Nurses’ Perspectives.
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Abstract: Advanced Practice Nurses have been expected to lead Thai clinical care into the future and help overcome the challenges of health care needs and high cost of care. However, the issues that these nurses face and how these issues impact their happiness at work remain elusive. This study explored the meaning, as well as the facilitators and barriers, of happiness at work among Advanced Practice Nurses. Qualitative, narrative inquiry comprising conversational interviews with 9 participants working at an advance-care level in Northern Thailand was undertaken. Constructivist theory guided data collection and analysis. The data analysis procedure took the interpretive, thematic approach suggested by Riessman.

From the participants’ narratives is derived their meaning of happiness at work, as well as the facilitators and barriers to their happiness. These are captured under three themes: 1) a lack of achievement perceived to be due to them having inadequate support systems and an imbalanced work life; 2) striving to be happy despite these constraints; and 3) their definition of happiness. The findings highlight the need for improving the explicit approach to career advancement and creating a supportive work environment for Advanced Practice Nurses. The findings also noted the desirable attributes of happiness at work which would appeal and attract nurses to become Advanced Practice Nurses and study a doctoral program in nursing in future.
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Introduction

Happiness at work is a mindset that permits people to maximize performance and achieve their own potential by mindfully making the best use of the resources available to overcome the challenges one faces when working alone or with others.¹ Although a considerable number of studies of happiness at work in the nursing profession have been published over...
the past decade, they have mainly focused on registered nurses (RNs), while insights on happiness at work among advanced practice nurses (APNs) remains elusive.

APNs are expected to receive certification, expand their range of competencies through direct clinical practice of the APNs role with patient and family, and improve health outcomes for patient and the community population in a specialized clinical area of the larger discipline of nursing. Thai APNs are not only serving the underprivileged and responding to the complicated health needs of communities, they are also demonstrate expertise in advanced practice and clinical leadership in their area of specialty as well as leading change to improve quality of life and the health of people. Despite these contributions, several issues in APNs’ working environments have led to difficulties in ascertaining the value of the role. For instance, political, institutional and financial factors impact on staff career opportunities, lack of an APN career structure, position, promotion and reward as well as lack of cooperation, acceptability and recognition from physicians and their work colleagues. Furthermore, a report from Thailand Nursing and Midwifery Council (TNMC) showed that from 2006 to 2014, the number of certified Thai APNs gradually decreased. Recently, the number of APNs who were permitted to relicense has also dropped. It is possible that unhappiness at work may be a significant factor in the decline in the number of certified APNs. As suggested by Chirawatkul et al. (2012) happiness at work may ensure a nurse’s intention to stay in nursing profession. Another cause of their decline is the difficulty in completing certified board examination which may inhibit the progression of the career path of APNs. A training program of College of Advanced Practice Nursing and Midwifery developed criteria based on the Doctor of Nursing Practice offers in USA. To reach out this point, three years is required for nurses to complete residency training, integrate research and practice fellowship. Only those with a master degree graduating in a nursing specialty are permitted to the study in these programs, therefore there is an urgent need to deepen the understanding of how APNs in Northern Thailand experience happiness at work.

Review of Literature

The concept of happiness at work can be used interchangeably with joy at work or a positive feeling that centers on work conditions and interpersonal relationships. It is an individual, temporary state that changes over time due to one’s internal state, the external situation at work and individual interpretation. Happiness at work research over the past decade have shown that it is associated with unique personal attributes, interpersonal relationships, and organizational factors. For instance, a nurse’s marital status, self-esteem and adversity quotient can predict their happiness at work. Many studies demonstrate that nurses work happily as they age because older nurses are usually more mature, responsible and accept reality. In terms of interpersonal relationships, nurses’ happiness at work correlates with social support, respect and relationships at work. However, social support among staff correlates moderately due to the burdens and complexities of medical organizations. In terms of organizational factors, many studies indicate that work characteristics and a healthy work environment could significantly predict the work happiness of staff nurses.

Worldwide, nurses’ unhappiness has been extensively reported. Nurses’ journeys to happiness involve caring first and foremost for the needs of others, which can sometimes be all consuming and can lead to the disregard of their own emotional well-being. Evidence from the University of Pennsylvania in 2007 indicated that 1,400 hospital nurses in nine countries, China, South Korea, Thailand, Japan, New Zealand, Canada, Germany, the United Kingdom, and the United States seemed unhappy and exhausted. Studies indicated that, a high turnover rate and nursing shortage is a persistent problem and critical issue in
many countries. A high level of work-related stress, burnout, job dissatisfaction, and poor health are common within the nursing profession. The predictors of nurse turnover are job dissatisfaction, burnout and intention to leave. Occupational burnout not only impacts the nurses themselves, but also the quality of health care they provide.

In Thailand, past quantitative studies of happiness at work among RNs show they perceived moderate to high levels of happiness at work, but the general happiness of RNs was low. A study using the TH15 or Thai Happiness indicators with 480 nurses from various health care facilities, such as northern (Chiang Mai), north-eastern (KhonKaen), eastern (Chonburi), central (Bangkok), and southern (Songkla), and 43 nurses from private health facilities across the country found that two-thirds of participants reported lower happiness levels than others. They reported high workloads with nonprofessional roles and non-nursing tasks, inequity in career pathway, remuneration and welfare as causes. Many considered leaving nursing if an alternative career was available.

It is not clear if APNs are experiencing similar issues and this lack of understanding of APN happiness at work may affect the future development of APNs in Thailand. This gap also affects strategies to motivate them to renew their license and to support them in performing their challenging work roles.

Study aim

This study explored the meaning of happiness at work in advanced care APNs in Northern Thailand.

Method

Design

This was a qualitative design using narrative inquiry. A fundamental purpose of this approach is to understand how people construct meaning from within their belief systems and the attitudes, values and ideas that shape their sense of self. Narrative inquiry was chosen rather than other approaches to explain the experiences of happiness at work from APNs’ perspectives, in order to enrich understanding the complex relationship between the meaning of happiness and APNs’ identity and social convention grounded in that meaning. The emphasis was to develop communicative interactions and go beyond the question-response type of interviews to actively engage and involve participants in the co-construction of the meaning. Constructivist theory guided the study. Data analysis procedures took the interpretive, thematic approach suggested by Riessman (2008).

Sample and Setting

Participants invited into the study were licensed as an APN by the TNMC; had worked in the advanced level hospital in Northern Thailand for at least two years; and were willing to participate. Both purposive and snowball sampling were used to recruit participants. The hospital used in the study is accredited as providing advanced care and employs the largest number of APNs in northern Thailand.

Ethical Considerations

The study was approved by the research ethics committee of the Faculty of Nursing, and the Faculty of Medicine, Chiang Mai University and the hospital administrators. Participant rights, including access to study information, confidentiality and anonymity, were upheld throughout the study. All participants signed an informed consent form.

Trustworthiness

The researcher used four conceptual elements of trustworthiness determined by Lincoln and Guba to generate trustworthiness: credibility, dependability, confirmability and authenticity. To achieve trustworthiness, the relationships and authentic sense in conversation were the key focus throughout the process of inquiry. The daily reflexive notes, narrative analysis, and member checking methods with some participants were carefully applied to make the study processes visible and consistent, thus helping to
ensure that the data supported the findings that could be verified by others.

**Data collection**

Data was collected through narrative interviews and reflexive notes. It was a collaborative process of “retrospective meaning making” through which the participants used their own language to tell the stories. The researcher was flexible and used open-ended questions to allow the participants to structure their account as they wished, such as “What does being happy at work mean to you?”. In this way the goal in narrative interviewing generated detailed accounts rather than brief answers or general statements. Semi-structured interviews were conducted with participants, between 90–120 minutes each, varying in each case, during November 2015–March 2016.

Riessman advises that knowing that there is a story wanting to be told can put unnecessary pressure on participants. To avoid this the researcher created communicative equality by relinquishing interview control, being flexible with the interview guide key questions, and allowed participants to share their thoughts, feelings, perceptions and concerns. The researcher identified meaning and validated the accuracy of the story with the participants. Both verbal and non-verbal encouragement helped them continue telling their stories until they signaled the end of the story.

Transcripts were verified to assure accurate data capture. The researcher kept participants’ stories intact to prevent data fragmentation. The researcher also used daily reflexive notes to examine the inquiry process by keeping notes on what happened as well as the challenges and ways they were overcome in the setting. Through this process, the researcher ensured sufficient detail in a narrative.

**Data Analysis**

Data analysis employed an interpretive approach, thematic analysis, and three stages of Reissman’s narrative method: 1) telling about the experiences, 2) transcribing experiences, and 3) analyzing the experiences. The foci was on the content or the experiences being told. The researcher paid attention to both APNs’ experiences and the context of the narrative. Stories were united with analytic techniques and were analyzed as a whole, rather than fragments which were coded, as is the case in most qualitative analyses. To preserve the contextual meaning of happiness at work, it was vital not to over-rely on content. In narrative inquiry the researcher immerses themselves in the text identifying each participant’s account of meaning, in the light of the research question(s) and theoretical framework. The detail of the work context and characteristics of the participants was identified by the researcher before assigning interpretive codes. Daily reflexive notes were used to generate details and illuminate context and added understanding during code assignment. Throughout the process, the researcher searched for narrative themes that reflected commonalities in the content, then developed terms that represented the data set, then gradually checked that there was no overlapping of meaning between categories and themes.

**Findings**

There were seven females and two male informants. The majority were specialized in medical–surgical nursing (n=8) and one in infection control nursing. Seven were practice nurses, and two were head nurses. Four had APN work experience between 2–5 years, four had 6–9 years, and one had 12 years of experience.

Three themes, grounded in the context of the advanced level hospital in the narrative accounts were generated that reflected insights about the meaning of happiness at work: lack of achievement; striving to be happy at work; and defining happiness.

**Lack of achievement**

Lack of achievement referred to participants’ inability to fulfil their work desires due to inadequate support systems for APNs, and their poor work–life balance. Care offered by the hospital was characterized as advanced–level but The APNs experienced inadequate support systems which prevented them from achieving
their professional goals. They described an unclear APN career pathway, unclear policies about APNs and their work, and feeling discouraged by administrative provisions attached to their role. The human resource system did not specify an APNs’ career structure and position within the hospital, consequently APNs had no formal authority and there was no distinction between APNs and RNs, as expressed by two participants:

I am not sure whether the administrators know about APNs or not. (Nurse 5)

Even though APNs work hard, they are not known. Actually, we should gain acceptance from our profession first. When we work, we work harder. At least, we should be recognized by people in and outside our professional field. At least, APNs should exist somewhere in the work structure. (Nurse 9)

Unclear APN policy means that work systems were unclear around work assignment for APNs and there were no explicit guidelines for APNs’ roles. At advanced care hospitals, APN work systems have been established for many years with APN roles clearly defined by organization in terms of job description. APN participants in this study reported that in daily practice, APNs work experience is quite different to their job description whenever they are given responsibility for routine and extra tasks that have little relevance to their skills and training. Some perceived that the APN’s role has not yet been formally defined in Thai organizations.

As frequently said by other APNs, being an APN only brings more tasks and more expectations. Both the TNMC and other organizations emphasize APNs’ role but the barrier is that the role has not yet been defined formally in organizations. This has put great pressure on APNs. How can I possibly manage my time to do that? Where in the organization do I have to work? (Head nurse, male 1)

Lack of consistent approaches to APNs’ roles made it seem impossible for APNs to attain career goals. The narratives suggested that the workplace lacks capacity to meet the external criteria of Thai Nursing and Midwifery Council (TNMC) which expects that APNs in tertiary care must work as case managers, but the workplace limits the number of nursing staff so APNs inevitably struggle with multiple roles and time constraints:

The Council follows up with competencies as well as APN case manager but we cannot get there so far. Why can’t the hospital’s system facilitate APNs to be able to take full action? The feedback from the Council made us feel discouraged. It is related to the hospital’s contexts. We want to do it but we can’t. (Head nurse, male 1)

Feeling discouraged by administrative workloads was a condition that prompted APNs to think that there is greater organisational emphasis on work outcomes than on people. Participants characterized two areas: Being preoccupied with productivity, and being inconsiderate. Preoccupation with productivity refers to management demands related to APNs’ work productivity. Participants thought that management placed too much pressure on the APNs without being aware of what the APNs had to deal with.

Administrators require our outcomes every six months... to report what is going on in the process...we have to submit the work. But they never gave us time to do it...we have three works at hand but they are never flexible...so why do I have to submit the work? I decided to rebel!!!” (Head nurse, female 2)

Another discussed their concern:

I think people in management level should give their hearts to APNs too. Sometimes they should come to support us, solve difficult problems instead of just asking us what we...
are planning to do next. Then they report our answers to the hospital administrators. I don’t like this but I had to experience it. (Nurse 5)

Some participants thought management was dismissive of APNs’ ideas, opinions, problems and preferences, for example:

*I used to give a suggestion to those in administration that there should be something like the bar system or academic system in which APNs can come to work together. But the boss asked, ‘How can you guarantee or make sure that the work productivity comes out first?’* (Nurse 8)

The work–life imbalance of APNs was perceived in terms of conflicts with time, for example, having to spend extra personal time to accomplish APNs’ work roles causing conflict with their roles of mother and reducing the time available to look after their children.

*I needed to pick up my child’s academic report at school. So, I asked for leave but I was not granted permission... I work on quality accreditation, so I had to be there. I felt bad and was unhappy.* (Nurse 8)

Moreover, since participants were unable to accomplish all their work on time, they sacrificed their private time to pursue academic achievements. Their despair was also driven by comparing themselves with others in terms of time spent at work.

*Working on shifts is one obstacle as we have no time to accomplish work. We can’t do this work during our regular working hours. It is inevitable to carry APN’s work back home. Being in charge of bedside care causes me to allocate my private time like my day off to finish work. All of this brings discouragement. I am not free at all.* (Nurse 3)

**Striving to be happy at work**

In this theme participants forced themselves to achieve work goals, demonstrating a desire to be recognized as APNs, and trying to be happy despite many constraints. They attempted to demonstrate APN roles by asserting their ideas, and trying to reach an agreement with others. They saw ‘being happy’ as a demonstration of advanced competencies that are above those of general nurses. APNs compete with themselves to work to do their best:

*We try to sell our ideas and tell them what we can do. I tell the director that I can kill two birds with one stone. I am happy that my ideas please the director and that he will support us with our work.* (Head nurse, male 1)

The participants also strived to be role models, to perform APNs’ roles based on the competencies of collaboration, to be change agents, and coach others. For example, they collaborated with patients and staff, both inside and outside the organization to achieve their work goals. According to the narratives, it seems that male participants enjoyed collaboration more than the females. They were more confident in promoting their ideas and gaining collaboration from other female staff, elaborating the link between acceptance and collaboration. As one male said:

*I am proud of being able to deal with people and obtain their collaboration. Many people were willing to help me collect data and do good things for patients. This acceptance (as an APN) leads to collaboration.* (Head nurse, male, 1)

Participants initiated new approaches as change agents by explaining complex matters to colleagues, being patient when others did not understand them, and patiently waiting for goal achievement and change opportunities.

*Being a change agent, I used to show them how to do it but they did not like it. In the past, I faced resistance from other nurses because they always followed what they had always done. It may take a lot of time but I can’t feel*
discouraged. Then, I see that everything is the outcome of my action. (Nurse 7)

Some participants applied their skills to coach their team members to assist them to learn and develop alongside APNs.

I act as a consultant for both the patients on the ward and the junior nurses. ... It is happiness because they used to be the ones who knew nothing but now they can apply this knowledge to take care of the patients. (Nurse 7)

Trying to be happy despite constraints was described as generating one’s own happiness and adjustment to working under constraints. Participants made themselves happy through various methods. First, they generated happiness at work through relaxation; by temporarily leaving behind their work and travelling; listening to music; and making themselves mentally happy before returning to work.

I should also find happiness at work. Otherwise, I wouldn’t be happy. I like to relax. On the other hand, if I chose to be caught up in my work, I would be so stressed and wouldn’t be able to do anything well. I have tried that. (Nurse 7)

Second, they searched for spiritual support through dharma and letting themselves understand and accept the nature of their work, and be forgiving and having mercy toward colleagues. This created happiness to them and their colleagues.

I use dharma and try not to feel upset about anything or anyone. Those whom I feel upset with may not know about it. It is just words that will soon pass. Why would I be stuck with it? I just let it go and do something fun and useful. (Nurse 5)

Third, self-empowerment was achieved through encouraging themselves to think positively, and assert their standpoint in order to achieve goals and keep on working:

I have to give myself encouragement and strength. Humans can get discouraged but for how many days will we stay discouraged? Either leave it or keep on trying. (Nurse 3)

Most participants attempted to adapt in order to maintain happiness under constraints using various strategies such as managing their time in and out of work; dealing with unfinished work; and encouraging themselves to finish work on time:

If I can, I try to finish the unfinished work before I finish my shift. I have to allocate my time after working hours to do it. Because some tasks require time to create ideas, so it is impossible to do it when there is a lot of pressure. Sometimes I need a quiet environment. My projects require rational thinking and it is not something that can be created in a second. (Nurse 7)

Some participants used other strategies to adjust their perspectives to meet work constraints by changing their viewpoints toward problems, and focusing on the benefits of their contribution to the profession rather than to themselves.

APNs’ happiness can be created by focusing on the sake of the patients. Otherwise, we would work without goals. Now, we are working harder and doing more than routine work. What or who are we doing this for, if not the patients? Without focusing on the patients, we will not be happy. (Nurse 7)

Defining happiness

The participants’ narratives showed that they constructed meaning by relating happiness experiences at work to the diverse conditions within their work–life. This meaning came from their belief systems, attitudes, values and their professional identity as APNs, and also from interpersonal relationships, workplace and social contexts beyond the workplace. The meaning of happiness was characterized into three branches:
The first branch related to achieving work purpose characterized by pride in being APNs and pride in being accepted as such. One participant described her experience of being proud in regard to having knowledge and competencies, work authority, and self-confidence.

*I am more competent than the others. I am proud of being an APN because I worked so hard to get it. I don’t see it as a burden. Rather, I feel proud that I have upgraded myself and become a specialist. This makes the others value me more. If I were not an APN and only did routine work, I would not be able to see the patients’ problem this closely.* (Nurse 8)

Some participants revealed the pride they felt because they were trusted to think, do and create work autonomously, for example:

*Being an APN, it seems like I have a parliamentary privilege, I mean power… having special permission to leave the ward temporarily if needed. So I can ask the team to take care of the patient in the ward while I go to follow up another case at the next building.* (Nurse 6)

One participant added the pride of working independently from physicians’ orders:

*Physicians are not permitted to order nurses to change the patients’ position. Please do not order us to do such things that we do regularly already.* (Nurse 9)

The participants were proud of their self-reliance in dealing with complicated work. They had wider perspectives and had a systematic overview of their work:

*I am capable of doing more than the others because I read a lot that makes me know more than them and because I had opportunities to study and attend workshops. All of this has broadened my perspectives and confidence to do more.* (Nurse 9)

Pride in being accepted was characterized by receiving acceptance from other disciplines. This made them proud that they could make other professions accept APNs’ roles. This resulted in narrower professional gaps, particularly those between physicians and nurses.

*Our happiness was a sense of pride to gain acceptance from other professions. Undeniably, there has long been a hierarchy system in the health professions. Physicians often regard nurses as inferior to them. Nurses’ voices have never been heard by physicians. Physicians often do everything based on their beliefs, but I think nowadays the professional gap is much narrower than when I was a registered nurse.* (Nurse 5)

Happiness was also seen as a consequence of being acknowledged. It was gained through having intrinsic motivation regarding acceptance, support, encouragement and being appreciated. All of these encouraged APNs to remain determined and overlook difficulties and physical obstacles.

*Money is not always the answer. Acceptance from people of the same profession or other related professions serves as support that gives me strength to work. In this country, there are a lot of ranks in this profession. With acceptance, the gap seems to shrink. My profession is promoted more. When I perform my roles and get acceptance, that’s happiness because the gap has shrunk.* (Nurse 5)

The second branch of happiness stemmed from work productivity and was described as when APNs were proud of their capacity to create or produce benefits from their work that contributed to the success of the organization. They were happy to develop new approaches that lead to benefits for the organization that could be regarded as models in other departments.

*I am happy that R2R research yielded successful outcomes. ... Then, I forwarded this research to*
the Patient Care Team or committees and it has been implemented almost throughout the entire hospital. (Head nurse, male 1)

Some participants were happy to employ team members to be able to elevate the quality of work and promote effective joint efforts:

I feel proud and happy that I can pass (my knowledge) on to other junior nurses and they implement it. ...It makes me feel even happier and even prouder if they can take care of the patients better than me. This is happiness at work. (Nurse 7)

Others were happy to provide quality care, elevate patients’ and their families’ quality of life, and solve patients’ problems systematically.

I am happy that I can find better ways to save patients. I have conducted more in-depth examinations on the patients; I also conducted mini research on this and presented it. Everyone says that it is effective and easy. (Nurse 8)

The third branch of happiness was seen as arising from performing APNs’ roles. Happiness was gained through enjoying APN work and self-improvement. When APNs prove their competence and are accepted by others as the nurses who can respond to the patients as well as to the organization. It brings pride and happiness to be valued by the team members.

I think happiness comes from the feeling that I am appreciated. I do a lot of projects and I am proud that people can see what I do. They give me feedback and I feel proud deep down. I feel that I am a valued member of the organization. (Head nurse, male 1)

Some participants expressed that they enjoyed academic self-improvement and also developing greater competence through their work.

Happiness is not just about numbers. The meaning of life that makes me happy is how I can improve myself. I used to be very shy. However, I have become more confident since I did academic work, conducted an in-depth examination on the population, and learned the scope of patient care. I have had an opportunity to talk and lead discussions. This is happiness at work. (Nurse 7)

Discussion

The meaning of happiness at work emerged from the participants as they underwent the process of sense making. Using narrative inquiry and a constructivist lens enabled us to deepen understanding of how APNs in advanced level hospital contexts experience and construct their meaning of happiness at work. Three themes were captured during this process.

The first theme, lack of achievement, reflects a bigger picture of APNs’ personal experience of their struggle to meet the external demands of both work and family life. In terms of work, participants’ main concern related to working with little or no support within an inadequate system that fails to provide clear direction for APNs. This is because employing organizations have not formally defined an establishment APN career structure or position, yet APNs continue to implement their role despite these barriers. APNs claim that their role attracts more tasks and more expectations because there is no explicit career path or reasonable reward, and this impacts on their happiness at work. Another issue raised by participants relates to TNMC expectations that do not match the actual work context where staff shortages and delegated work tasks make it difficult to develop case management skills and clinical excellence. As Plager & Cong (2006) found, many constraints to APN practice fall under the rubric of public policy and have been most cumbersome to APN practice since the inception of the role.33 This is consistent with some studies of Thai APNs which indicate that the most significant barrier in role
development was poor administrative functioning including lack of a clearly delineated organizational structure and unclear organizational policies. APNs described that support from the TNMC or the government was uncertain and ambiguous due to an on-going process of professional development of APN role in Thailand. Without commitment to cooperation between policy and practice around APN career structures and direction, the theory–practice gap affecting APNs will not be resolved.

In terms of work–life imbalance, participants identified time conflicts characterized by needing extra time to accomplish APN practice roles which conflicts with time needed to perform their role as mother. Because APNs cannot accomplish all their work in the paid time available, they sacrifice their private time and days off to pursue finish their work and study for academic achievement. APN duties inhibit their performance of the maternal role as well as reducing opportunities for socializing. Their happiness is decreased when they compare themselves with other non–APNs who have more leisure time. This finding aligns with a 2008 study that identified work overload and irregular work schedules are significant predictors of work-to-family conflict and that this was associated with lower job and life satisfaction. However, the time conflicts among APNs in this study exceeded that of general nurses, because they had jobs incorporating a variety of roles as general nurse, manager and APNs. In another Thai study in 2012 happiness at work was linked to the nurse’s intention to stay in nursing profession. The issue of not being able to achieve goals or achievement may extinguish an APN’s desire to relicense and some participants in this study are reluctant to continue in this role.

The second theme, strive to be happy at work involved striving to be recognized as APNs and adapting to constraints. A bigger picture emerged of APNs’ experience in combining various methods in order to maintain their happiness. In term of “striving to be recognized”, APNs presented themselves as advanced nurse specialists in various ways: by applying their competency and skills in collaboration, being a change agent and coaching which is in accordance with the APN core competency as defined by the TNMC. The participants attempted to demonstrate their advanced competencies; to exceed the normal practice levels of general nurses; and motivate themselves to excel as APNs as a way of discovering the deeper meaning in their practice.

APNs working in advanced level hospital contexts did find the power to negotiate with physicians or develop their ability to collaborate, initiate change and coach others. Results from the current study corroborate the finding of previous research conducted by Promdecha who found that the variables that might affect APN-physician collaboration in patient care were attitudes of APNs toward such collaboration; APNs’ self-esteem; commitment of APNs to nursing practice; and their patient care working environment. In this study, APNs compromised within work constraints by managing their time; practising self-empowerment; adjusting their attitudes at work; and actively trying to be happy before returning to work. All participants believed that ensuring their own happiness was essential to providing good nursing care to patients and supporting the professional of nursing. This belief motivated them to work hard to achieve work goals.

The third theme emerging from the narratives, defining happiness, was discussed widely in various ways. Each participant had a unique perspective ranging from beliefs, attitudes, events and their own predisposition to reach their meaning of happiness at work. Overall APNs’ experiences of pride and happiness in achieving work purpose, work productivity and work performance were part of the defining process. In terms of achieving work purpose, the narratives suggest that the meaning of happiness at work for APNs relates to fulfillment of work aspiration justifying their pride in being an APN and being accepted in that role by others. Participants agreed that pride in being APNs
relates to their knowledge and competencies, work authority and self-confidence. Meanwhile, pride of being accepted was gained through interdisciplinary acceptance, being acknowledged and known as specialists. Acceptance is the key to happiness at work for all APNs. Many narratives include evidence that APNs regard acceptance as being more important than money and advancement and were linked by participants to their work purpose. This finding corroborates other studies claiming that happiness at work will attract workers committed to the job; this is due to the fact that people are not always motivated by cost but value. 

In term of work productivity, participants agreed on the importance of being able to contribute to organizational goals. They were proud of their ability to create benefits from their work and to systematically elevate care quality. In terms of work performance they referred to situations in which APNs were willing to apply their knowledge, skills, and effort at work. Happiness came from knowing that what they do is worthwhile to other people and themselves and that they can prove their competence and gain acceptance as specialists who can respond to both patients and the organization.

It is encouraging to comprehend this result regarding APNs’ identity and roles. Participants in this study were not only aware of their competence, but were also eager to improve care quality through their knowledge and skills. “Happiness at work” was achieved by putting their patients, their responsibility and their work as first priority in their lives. “Worthwhile working” experiences play a fundamental role in APNs’ happiness at work and our findings support those of another recent Thai study in that happiness comes from helping others. In Thai culture this is regarded as ‘making merit’ everyday by offering nursing care, an ideology that strengthens nurses’ spirits and helps them to continue in demanding jobs. Nurses who perceived opportunities for self-improvement through work experience greater happiness than those who do not strive to improve.

APNs in this study regarded their roles as being non-substitutable because of their knowledge, competency and performance however they know that future APN development depends on successful implementation of APN roles in healthcare settings.

**Limitations**

On reflection, it is possible that the title and interview questions of this study, focused explicitly on happiness at work among APNs, may have limited the flow of some the narratives. Some participants who may not have understood this concept, may have been ambivalent and sought to justify their experience of not being happy at work.

**Conclusion, Contribution to Nursing Policy and Administration, and Recommendations**

The chosen methodology and the results of this study offer insights on the variety of meanings related to APN happiness at work. The findings reveal what makes them happy; what is missing; and what they are looking forward to in their work as APNs.

Although a small sample of APNs participated in this study, the findings point to inadequate policy frameworks at both health service and national level, in that clarity around the APN role is missing. As a consequence there is evidence that APNs are leaving the job and the number of APNs across the country is decreasing. Findings from this study can inform nursing and organisational policy and to this end, the following recommendations are offered to the Office of Civil Service Commission policy (OCSC), and circumstances in nursing profession, the TNMC and the Ministry of Health:

1) A congruent policy needs to be developed to bridge the gap between TNMC’s rules and hospital regulations and address workforce issues so that APNs may function more fully in their roles. Urgent consideration needs to be given to the following workforce issues:
Clear position and job descriptions suited to APNs’ specialty are needed as are clear organizational charts that shows rank, job position and career pathways of APNs. Standards of evaluation need to be based on particular performance and competence. APNs’ contribution the healthcare field and public should be promoted. Gaps among professional staff need to be minimized to increase collaboration; and most importantly, a healthy work environment for APNs in the health care system needs priority action.

2) Nursing managers, clinical administrators and professional nursing organizations should: Support APNs to undertake work corresponding to their specialty and to independently initiate work; promote APN access to opportunities, assistance and resources by creating channels for them to communicate and learn about work-related problems; provide advice to APNs and work collaboratively to find solutions to improve work performance, work roles and job outcomes.

3) To prevent burn out due to insufficient time, resources, support and problems with work contexts including overwork and research.

Further research is warranted in other settings in Thailand to determine the extent of APN issues across the nation.
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บทคัดย่อ: พยาบาลผู้ปฏิบัติการพยาบาลขั้นสูงเป็นผู้ที่ได้รับการคาดหวังว่าจะเป็นผู้นำในการพยาบาลทางคลินิกของไทยในอนาคต และจะช่วยบรรเทาปัญหาความต้องการและการใช้จ่ายที่สูงในการดูแลผู้ป่วยสุขภาพ อย่างไรก็ตามการพยาบาลผู้ปฏิบัติการพยาบาลขั้นสูงจะมีประสบการณ์ในการทำงานและส่งผลต่อความสุข การทำงาน ดังนั้นประเด็นที่มาจากความมีความต้องการของพยาบาลผู้ปฏิบัติการพยาบาลขั้นสูงเป็นการศึกษาในชั้นสูงครั้งที่ 2 ซึ่งมีวัตถุประสงค์เพื่อทำความเข้าใจ ความหมาย ปัจจัยสนับสนุน และปัจจัยที่ขัดขวาง ความสุขในการทำงานของพยาบาลผู้ปฏิบัติการพยาบาลขั้นสูงเป็นการศึกษาในชั้นสูง โดยวิธีการวิเคราะห์เรื่องเล่า ผ่านการสัมภาษณ์เชิงสนทนา 9 รายที่ปฏิบัติงานในโรงพยาบาลสูงสุข ภาคเหนือ ประเทศไทย โดยใช้ทฤษฎีคอนสตรัคติวิสต์เป็นแนวทางในการเก็บรวบรวมข้อมูลและการวิเคราะห์ข้อมูล วิเคราะห์ข้อมูลโดยการดีเทลเวิลัทิวจากศิลปะและความสัมพันธ์ระหว่างเรื่องเล่า

เรื่องเล่าแสดงให้เห็นถึงความหมายของความสุขในการทำงานรวมถึง ปัจจัยสนับสนุนและขัดขวางความสุขในการทำงานของผู้ให้ข้อมูล ประกอบด้วย 1) ความไม่สม่ำเสมอในการทำงานเรื่องงาน ระบบที่สนับสนุนมีความพร้อมไม่เพียงพอและขาดสมดุลของวิธีการทำงาน 2) ความพยายามที่มีความสุขในการทำงานได้ดีที่สุด ภายใต้สภาวะการทำงานที่มีความยากลำบาก 3) การให้ความหมายต่อความสุขในการทำงาน การกำหนดของงานวิจัยนั้น นักวิจัยมีการจัดเป็นใน การปรับปรุงให้เกิดความเข้าใจที่ดีด้านความมีความสุขที่ในมุมผู้รับบริการ และสิ่งแวดล้อมที่สนับสนุนในการทำงานของพยาบาลผู้ปฏิบัติการพยาบาลขั้นสูง รวมถึงการเสนอให้เห็นถึงความสุขเหล่านี้ที่มีเป็นส่วนหนึ่งของการทำเรื่องเล่า ข้อค้นพบของการวิจัยชิ้นนี้ คือการปรับปรุงให้เกิดความสบายในการทำงานของผู้ให้ข้อมูลในการทำงาน การทำงานโดยความหมายและความสุข พยาบาลผู้ปฏิบัติการพยาบาลขั้นสูงจะได้รับความสุขในการทำงาน การสนับสนุนให้เกิดความอิสระในการทำงานของผู้ให้ข้อมูลในการทำงานที่มีความหมายและความสุข ดังนั้นการปรับปรุงให้เกิดความสบายในการทำงานและการทำงานเป็นส่วนหนึ่งของการวิจัยชิ้นนี้จะช่วยให้พยาบาลผู้ปฏิบัติการพยาบาลขั้นสูงสามารถทำงานได้ดีที่สุด
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